26 January 2022
Dear Parents and Carers,
MCAS (My Child at School)
We are pleased to be able to let you know that we are enhancing the information you are able to see
via this application about your child’s rewards and behaviour consequences. This addition to the
system will go live on Monday 31st January.
Our priority is to ensure that parents and carers are kept informed, and parental feedback tells us that
you appreciate being informed of reflections but that you also want to have access to the full picture
for both rewards and consequences. We couldn’t agree more.
From Monday you will see there is a ‘behaviour event summary’ added to your child’s dashboard.
You will be able to see a calendar showing the rewards (Rs) shown as green positives and
consequences (Cs) shown as red negatives and then a year-to-date summary in a pie chart. There
is also a log of the events in a blue box that gives you more information of the events. You can see
an example below.

If you are unable to access MCAS then please get in touch with office@oasisimmingham.org or phone
the academy and we will be happy to help. Tutors and Heads of House are always happy to discuss
these records with you should you have any queries.
We look forward to continuing to work together to celebrate rewards and deal with consequences
effectively so that your child has a successful and happy educational journey with us.
Yours sincerely

Deputy Principal
Oasis Academy Immingham
Principal – Sara McLoughlin
Pelham Road, Immingham DN40 1JU
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